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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method. In this context, mTG(p) represents the pixel-level average subtracted

values, CD(p) is the change dynamics computed at every incoming frame, RHM(p) is the recent history model, R(p)

contains the dynamic threshold for foreground decision making and T(p) is the update rate for the background pixels.

Both R(p) and T(p) are controlled by mTG(p) and CD(p) respectively
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State-of-the-art Properties

ViBe [1]

(2011)

• The authors proposed three important background model

update strategies: random sample replacement, memoryless

update policy, spatial diffusion via background sample

propagation.

• They further used a constant threshold and static update rate

for foreground detection and background model maintenance

PBAS [2]

(2012)

• The authors introduced dynamic controllers to update the per-

pixel decision thresholds and learning rates.

SuBSENSE [3, 

4] (2015)

• The SuBSENSE computes the pixel-level spatiotemporal

feature descriptor LBSP [3], color channel intensity and

incorporates the adaptive feedback information to perform

background subtraction.

• The adaptive feedback mechanism continuously monitors the

model fidelity and segmentation entropy to update the

decision thresholds, learning rates and background samples.

State-of-the-art
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Proposed Method: CANDID

• All these methods use the random sample update policy for
background model maintenance.

• According to Charles et al. [4], updating the samples
randomly ensures the presence of long-term and short-term
history of background representation in the background
model.

• However, this approach gives equal importance to all the
background samples and thereby, both relevant and
irrelevant samples have equal probability to be updated.



CANDID

• This leads to insufficient or improper update of the
background samples which is a common reason for
unsatisfactory results in sample-based approaches.



CANDID

• Motivated by the preceding considerations, in this paper, we
propose a new background subtraction technique which
employs a deterministic model update policy based on the
observation of recent pixel history behavior.

• Moreover, in order to minimize dependence on manual
parameter tuning for different visual scenarios, we
designed an adaptive parameter initialization and
maintenance scheme.



CANDID

• The CANDID adaptively initializes the pixel-level distance
threshold and update rate.

• These parameters are updated by computing the change
dynamics at a location.

• Further, the background model is maintained by formulating
a deterministic update policy.

• The performance of the proposed method is evaluated over
various challenging scenarios such as dynamic background
and extreme weather conditions.



Mean of Temporal Gradient (mTG) 



Fig. 2. The mean of temporal gradients (mTG) after initialization using Fn

initial frames for (a) Snowfall, (b) Fall, (c) Canoe and (d) Fountain01 videos.
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Adaptive Parameter Initialization



Background Model



Change Dynamics (CD)



Change Dynamics (CD)

Ground truth Final results from CANDID

Fig. 3. The change dynamics and final detection results for input video “fountain01” with

ground truth from frame no. 450 to 776

Input “fountain01” video

Change Dynamics (CD)
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Foreground Detection
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Deterministic BM Update Policy
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Performance Metrics

• Pixel-based Evaluation Metrics
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Fig. 4. Pixel based performance evaluation 
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Quantitative Results



Comparative Performance



Qualitative Results

Fig. 5. Detection results of the proposed method and other state-of-the-art methods
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